2021 Racine County Fair
Garden Tractor Pulling Contest
Union Grove, Wisconsin
Sunday morning Aug 1. Weigh in starts 7:00 and pull starts 8:00 am
Must pay entry fee into the fair which will cover your pulling fee for all classes.
CLASSES:
1) 1000# single cyl kids
2) 1000# single cyl 3) 1200# single cyl kids 4) 1200# single cyl
5) 1050# single cyl (cut Tires)
6) 1300# twin flat head
7)1500# twin flat head
8)1300 over head, 3 cyl diesel, non-turbo
9) 1500# overhead, 3 cyl diesel, non-turbo
10)1150 Flat Head, over head, 3 cyl diesel, non-turbo (cut Tires)
11)1100# open
(Classes 1, 2,3,4,5 cannot run larger than 16 hp single cyl flat head)
(12 horse and under in classes 1,2,3,4,5 may run 25 lbs more weight to compete with 16 horse
Tractors.)
(18 horse single cylinder OHV in classes 1,2,3,4,5 may run 25 lbs. less weight to compete with 16 horse
Tractors.)
GENERAL RULES:
A. Kids must be 12-15 years old, must wear helmet, long sleeve shirt, long pants and shoes and show
ability to drive.
B. All tractors must be commercially available and have all stock shielding or better.
C. Tractors can pull in two classes only as long as the rules comply.
A tractor can only run once per class with the exception of the children's class.
All participants must be 16 years and older.
12-18 years old require a parent’s signature on release form.
D. Wheelie bars are required. Kill switches are also recommended.
E. Clutch guard and fenders are required.
F. 4000 max rpm for all single cylinder and flat head gas tractors.
G. 4250 max rpm for overhead Twin Classes gas tractors and limit engine size to 50 cubic inch Class (8), (9),
(10).
H. 3800 max rpm for diesel tractors and limit engine size to 70 cubic inch.
I. Must run stock stroke. Can run .030 over bore.
J. Tractor can be no longer than 87", from center of rear axle to furthest most point of front weight
K. No aftermarket carburetors, velocity stacks, or carb standoffs of any make.
Exhaust pipes must point up or forward.
L. Must have one hand on steering wheel and stay seated at all times.
M. 13" hitch height for tractors; clevis must have 2" opening.
N. Only rear wheel drive. No duals, chains or studded tires.
Cannot run larger than 26-12-12 unless factory equipped.
O. Cut tires are allowed in class (5) 1050, and Class (10) 1150, molded pro pulling tires are allowed
with a 12" hitch height
P. Pump gas only.
Q. Disqualified if any part falls off of tractor during pull.
R. Driver can stop within first 25' and re-pull once.
S. Drivers must go across scale after pulling in the class.
T. 1100# open class includes turbo diesel up to 70 cubic inch, gas or alcohol 50 cubic inch.
Cut tires and pro pulling tires are allowed. Kill switch, helmet, fire jacket and long pants are required.
Must follow all other general rules.
Committee reserves the right to change line-up, reject or disqualify any entry for rule infraction.
Classes may be discontinued due to time restrictions.
No unnecessary speed or reckless driving before, during or after the pull is allowed and the committee
reserves the right to disqualify the participant.
All contestants enter at their own risk and will not hold the Racine County Ag Society or any other hosting
or sponsoring party liable for any accident injury or damage that may occur during this contest

